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Free reading Hdmi matrix switch aten [PDF]
these fixed i o video matrix switches feature aten s seamless switch video wall scaler and framesync
technologies for an ultra smooth visual experience learn more 2 x 2 true 4k hdmi matrix switch with
audio de embedder add to quote cart add to comparison basket these fixed i o video matrix switches
feature aten s seamless switch video wall scaler and framesync technologies for an ultra smooth
visual experience learn more the vm0404ha matrix switch offers an easy and affordable way to route
any of 4 hdmi video sources to any of 4 hdmi displays and can be operated through front panel
pushbuttons ir remote and rs 232 control ensuring optimum viewing and control of high definition
video vm5404ha 4 x 4 hdmi matrix switch with scaler add to quote cart add to comparison basket
aten s vm0404hb is a true 4k hdmi matrix switch series that offers an easy and affordable way to
route any of 4 hdmi video sources to any of 4 hdmi displays the vm0404h is a 4x4 hdmi matrix switch
that provides a convenient way to route high definition video and audio from any of four hdmi
sources to any of four hdmi displays aten s vm6404h 4k hdmi matrix switch with scaler is compatible
with the two latest 4k video resolution standards 3840 x 2160 and 4096 x 2160 the vm6404h
provides powerful hd processing to produce 4k resolutions across four displays with crystal clear
images the vm0404ha matrix switch offers an easy and affordable way to route any of 4 hdmi video
sources to any of 4 hdmi displays and can be operated through front panel pushbuttons ir remote
and rs 232 control ensuring optimum viewing and control of high definition video with the rapid
development of hdbaset technology aten has released the new vm3404h hdmi hdbaset lite matrix
switch the switch extends uncompressed 4k full hd digital video audio ir and power via hdbaset
technology through a single cat 6a cable up to 40 70 meters aten video matrix switches simplify the
task of routing av signals from multiple input sources to various output destinations each input can
be directed to any or all outputs giving you the ultimate flexibility to extend your installation with
excellent video quality the matrix switch offers an easy and affordable way to route any of 4 hdmi
video sources to any of 4 hdmi displays and can be controlled and operated through front panel
pushbuttons ir and rs 232 ensuring optimum control capabilities the vm0404h is a 4x4 hdmi matrix
switch that provides a convenient way to route high definition video and audio from any of four hdmi
sources to any of four hdmi displays the aten vm0808ha an 8x8 4k hdmi matrix switch supports up to
4k resolutions including uhd 3840 x 2160 and dci 4096 x 2160 and refresh rates of 30 hz 4 4 4 and
60 hz 4 2 0 route any of eight hdmi video sources to any of eight hdmi displays using the 8 x 8 hdmi
matrix switch with scaler from aten this switcher features a front panel display for all of your port
connections and a local hdmi output that can be used for a multiview display the 4x4 hdmi matrix
switch from aten supports 4k uhd resolution 3840 x 2160 and dci resolution 4096 x 2160 with
refresh rates of 30 hz 4 4 4 and 60 hz 4 2 0 respectively it offers an easy way to route any of four
hdmi video sources to any of four hdmi displays and can be operated through front panel
pushbuttons ir remote and rs 232 2 x 2 true 4k hdmi matrix switch with audio de embedder add to
quote cart add to comparison basket aten warmly welcomes you to visit one of our global showrooms
to fully experience our intuitive and innovative solutions on site and in person take an in depth
application customizable tour with one of our aten experts to guide you address 2nd floor sudhev
complex 67 kariappa rd basavanagudi bengaluru karnataka 560004 india opening hours 9 00 am 6
30 pm monday friday the 4 x 4 hdmi matrix switch allows any of the 4 hdmi input signals to be
routed to any of the 4 hdmi output channels with no compromise on flexibility multiple methods are
available when it comes to controlling the device such as through the front panel pushbuttons rs 232
and ethernet telnet gui connections
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video matrix switches aten corporate headquarters May 12
2024
these fixed i o video matrix switches feature aten s seamless switch video wall scaler and framesync
technologies for an ultra smooth visual experience learn more

video matrix switches professional audio video aten Apr 11
2024
2 x 2 true 4k hdmi matrix switch with audio de embedder add to quote cart add to comparison
basket

video matrix switches aten u s a Mar 10 2024
these fixed i o video matrix switches feature aten s seamless switch video wall scaler and framesync
technologies for an ultra smooth visual experience learn more

4x4 4k hdmi matrix switch vm0404ha aten video matrix Feb
09 2024
the vm0404ha matrix switch offers an easy and affordable way to route any of 4 hdmi video sources
to any of 4 hdmi displays and can be operated through front panel pushbuttons ir remote and rs 232
control ensuring optimum viewing and control of high definition video

video matrix switches professional audio video aten Jan 08
2024
vm5404ha 4 x 4 hdmi matrix switch with scaler add to quote cart add to comparison basket

4 x 4 true 4k hdmi matrix switch vm0404hb aten video Dec
07 2023
aten s vm0404hb is a true 4k hdmi matrix switch series that offers an easy and affordable way to
route any of 4 hdmi video sources to any of 4 hdmi displays

4 x 4 hdmi matrix switch vm0404h aten video matrix Nov 06
2023
the vm0404h is a 4x4 hdmi matrix switch that provides a convenient way to route high definition
video and audio from any of four hdmi sources to any of four hdmi displays

4x4 4k hdmi matrix switch with scaler vm6404h aten usa Oct
05 2023
aten s vm6404h 4k hdmi matrix switch with scaler is compatible with the two latest 4k video
resolution standards 3840 x 2160 and 4096 x 2160 the vm6404h provides powerful hd processing to
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produce 4k resolutions across four displays with crystal clear images

4x4 4k hdmi matrix switch aten Sep 04 2023
the vm0404ha matrix switch offers an easy and affordable way to route any of 4 hdmi video sources
to any of 4 hdmi displays and can be operated through front panel pushbuttons ir remote and rs 232
control ensuring optimum viewing and control of high definition video

4 x 4 4k hdmi hdbaset lite matrix switch vm3404h aten Aug
03 2023
with the rapid development of hdbaset technology aten has released the new vm3404h hdmi hdbaset
lite matrix switch the switch extends uncompressed 4k full hd digital video audio ir and power via
hdbaset technology through a single cat 6a cable up to 40 70 meters

aten video matrix switches Jul 02 2023
aten video matrix switches simplify the task of routing av signals from multiple input sources to
various output destinations each input can be directed to any or all outputs giving you the ultimate
flexibility to extend your installation with excellent video quality

4k hdmi matrix switch aten Jun 01 2023
the matrix switch offers an easy and affordable way to route any of 4 hdmi video sources to any of 4
hdmi displays and can be controlled and operated through front panel pushbuttons ir and rs 232
ensuring optimum control capabilities

hdmi matrix switch aten Apr 30 2023
the vm0404h is a 4x4 hdmi matrix switch that provides a convenient way to route high definition
video and audio from any of four hdmi sources to any of four hdmi displays

8x8 4k hdmi matrix switch vm0808ha user manual aten Mar
30 2023
the aten vm0808ha an 8x8 4k hdmi matrix switch supports up to 4k resolutions including uhd 3840 x
2160 and dci 4096 x 2160 and refresh rates of 30 hz 4 4 4 and 60 hz 4 2 0

aten 8 x 8 hdmi matrix switch with scaler b h photo video
Feb 26 2023
route any of eight hdmi video sources to any of eight hdmi displays using the 8 x 8 hdmi matrix
switch with scaler from aten this switcher features a front panel display for all of your port
connections and a local hdmi output that can be used for a multiview display
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aten 4x4 4k uhd hdmi matrix switch b h photo video Jan 28
2023
the 4x4 hdmi matrix switch from aten supports 4k uhd resolution 3840 x 2160 and dci resolution
4096 x 2160 with refresh rates of 30 hz 4 4 4 and 60 hz 4 2 0 respectively it offers an easy way to
route any of four hdmi video sources to any of four hdmi displays and can be operated through front
panel pushbuttons ir remote and rs 232

video matrix switches professional audio video aten Dec 27
2022
2 x 2 true 4k hdmi matrix switch with audio de embedder add to quote cart add to comparison
basket

visit showroom aten corporate headquarters Nov 25 2022
aten warmly welcomes you to visit one of our global showrooms to fully experience our intuitive and
innovative solutions on site and in person take an in depth application customizable tour with one of
our aten experts to guide you

aten showroom locations aten corporate headquarters Oct
25 2022
address 2nd floor sudhev complex 67 kariappa rd basavanagudi bengaluru karnataka 560004 india
opening hours 9 00 am 6 30 pm monday friday

4 x 4 hdmi matrix switch with scaler vm5404ha aten video
Sep 23 2022
the 4 x 4 hdmi matrix switch allows any of the 4 hdmi input signals to be routed to any of the 4 hdmi
output channels with no compromise on flexibility multiple methods are available when it comes to
controlling the device such as through the front panel pushbuttons rs 232 and ethernet telnet gui
connections
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